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Too Many Wires
411

,Q

HMMM, I SEE?The new switching room in the Building and
Grounds building seems a bit confusing to two sophomore women,
(14) Kay McCrohan and Elise Herzog. Western Electric’s Donald
Garey ;s explaining how the new switchboard system will work.

New Telephone Switchboard
Installed; Directory Changed
r State ( ollege now has I
switchboard,
tilephone
aILi
loom and a new telephone directory.
The new switchboard, utilizing
.1.ds. will go into use Monthe operators move into
location in the Building
.
and
structure.
The 11, \ V directory discontinues
he p:mnt three digit numbering
.T:iem and replaces it with a four
stem designed to make
7iore liCs possible.
Manager Edward S.
aid the moose has been
ni

in the plaiiiiing stages
manY
years.
"The move was necessitated because of the addition of many new
buildings on campus," he said.
"These facilities will have about
1000 lines in place of the 360 to
900 presently in use," he added.
Mr. Thompson said that many
of the campus telephones now have
small tabs over the numbers.
These tabs were placed over the
new numbers so there would be no
confusion until the new directory
was in circulation.
"These tabs can he removed any
now. 11, aim er.- lie aul.
t

NO. 126

Limeliters’ .1TASC Recognition Halted;
Folk Songs
’Court Action Pending
On Tonight

All e)4.1)12C1 ed 2;00 students 55 111 uaiiglit t,) pale capaillates, includcast ballots today and tomorrow ing Ted Heckathorn (SPUR), Loufor the next SJS student body ise Saylor, Sally Rees, Marty
president-- Pat McClenahan, Bob Sleeper (SPUR), Ron Brockett
McKeown, Howard Reed or Bob (TASC), Martha AlLshouse
Tennant.
(SP,UR), Everett Avila (TASC),
The estimate of voters was made John Bird and Roger Plumley
yesterday by Doyle Norman, head (SPUR).
of the election committee. Last
Two graduate representative
year 2699 voters turned out.
seats will go to either Francis
Students may vote for student Azimi (SPUR), Stanley Stevens
body and class officers from 9:30 (SPUR), or Gary Clemens (TASC).
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. today and toPay Hayes, Ron Gerevas, Nancy
morrow at voting booths set up Reesink, John Gustafson, Dale
in front of the cafeteria, in front Berry (TASC), and Pat Ross are
of the book store and in the out- candidates for the four junior reper quad.
resentative seats.
TASC, the "liberal" party, is
Trying for one of the four sophnot endorsing a presidential can- omore representative offices are
didate.
Susie Barton (SPUR), Bernice
McClenahan is a senior social Mangseth (SPUR), Judy Lagen,
science major from Campbell; Mc- I Joe Stroud (TASC). Marcia McKeown, a junior marketing major Dowell and Carolyn Winnegar.
from Redwood City; Reed, a junThe last four Student Council
ior radio-television major from seats will go to fall freshmen
Martinez; and Tennant, a junior when their elections are held next
political science major from Ave- semester. There are 18 Student
nel.
Council offices altogether.
All presidential candidates are
Class elections, usually held at
21 years old, except Tennant, 20. this time, will be most likely held
Going for the vice presidency in the fall. said Guy Gleason, ASH
of the student body are Skip Fisk vice president, however, the exact
and Bill Gilbreth (SPUR).
time has not been set by the
Running unopposed on the ballot council.
are Jim Watson, for ASB treasThe new officers will be inurer, Brent Davis (SPUR) for ex- stalled at a banquet May 18 at the
ecutive secretary, and Dan Plum- Garden City liotbrau restaurant,
ley, for attorney general.
with a retreat scheduled for the
Senior representative posts on day after at the ranch of ASB
the Student Council are being President Rich Hill
*
*

Deferral of recognition of TASC of Gustafson’s withdrawal, which
pending the outcome of court ac- must be presented to student court
tion was strongly protested by offically in writing, the ASB must
the political party at yesterday’s prosecute. In all cases the ASH
Student Council meeting in the acts as a joint plaintiff, he explained.
College Union.
Council had a preview of what
The recommendation for deferral came from the constitution the SJS band’ will be wearing next
and by-laws committee. The com- fall. The uniforms, which will cost
mittee, headed by Carol Kauf- approximately $10,000, will be
man. felt that the temporarily rec- dark blue with metallic silver trim
ognized political group had acted and cummerbund.
The band uniform committee
in bad faith by using the college
name in recent protest picketings had three band companies present
samples with their bid. Each samof two downtown stores.
Everitt Avila, TASC spokesman, ple was of different design and
contended that by deferring ac- specifications.
Guy Gleason, ASB vice presition the council was actually denying recognition. TASC’s tem- dent, acted as chairman in lieu of
porary recognition expires at the ASB Pres. Rich Hill, who is in
end of this semester, he said. The Tucson at the Pacific Student
trial will probably not take place President’s assn. convention.
until next year.
John Gustafson, who originally
made the formal charges to student court, offered to withdraw
Lou Gottlieb on bass, Alex Has- the charges against TASC.
Pat McClenahan, ASB prosecutsilev on guitar and banjo and
Glenn Larbrough on guitar com- im. NtIcenes simid that regardless
bine instrumentally and vocally
for a different blend of folk singing. Gottlieb is the musical director of the trio and serves as
Werner von Braun, Pablo Casals,
Its spokesman.
and Jonas Salk all have something
A 9)1.111iiiiite discussion of platform, sa,s ing 1,01, 1 people
With a repertoire of over fifty
personal to say to San Jose State Platforms and candidates cen- think I’m crazy, wanting a staspecial arrangements and adaptastudents.
And
they
will
say
it
in
tered on Spartan shop surpluses dium. But I don’t want to build it
tions, the Limeliters will put forth
this year’s yearbook.
and new student housing regula- I tomorrow. It’s a long-range protonight such numbers as ’’Gari
La Torre editor Sharon Maloney tions last night made up Gavel posal.
, Geri," "The Monks of St. Bera
person
have
a
legal
right
has announced that one of the dis- and Rostrum’s first annual tonnard,"Does
Bob Tennant 4 Independent ) pro’The Ballad of Sigmund
Freud," and "Have Some Madeira. I not to be a good samaritan? Is tinguishing features of her book didates’ Night in Morris Dailey posed that the fate of surpluses
cheating on income taxes im- is a series of personal messages auditorium.
from Spartanshop be decided each
M’deah."
moral?
from these and other men heading
All presidential candidates and time through a general election,
Such are questions imposed upon different sections in the yearbook. a representative from TASC pre- I giving the students more direct
!court judges of whom decisions are
Miss Maloney said she realizes sented eight -minute speeches, then control of the money.
required. But are they moral obli- the "pedestrian and insipid nature opened themselves to questions I But Pat McClenahan (SPUR)
.;ations which are beyond the of most college yearbooks. If the from the audience.
I, pointed out that Spartanshop
scope of law?
covers were switched among many
At one of the first public ap- funds are to be used for the good
These are generalized samples of
Faculty members %silo hase topics discussed by Edmond Cahn books, one could hardly tell the pearances where platforms were of the college community- includattacked iKOED radio yesterday ing faculty, administration, emnot ordered their academic re- in his book "The Moral Decision difference," she said.
sponsored a similar debate), How- ployees and students. Students
gallacap, gown and hoodfor
’AIR OF QUALITY’
Right and Wrong in the Light
ard Reed 4Independent said "This should have only partial control
the June 10 commencement ex- of American Law." reviewed at
"Using division pages with
’ yesterday’s book talk by Dr. Philip meaningful -not stilted and ideal- is the first time I’ve heard Mc- of the money. he said.
erelses should piek them up
Reed proposed that S.’S ignore
the Spartan bookstore as soon 1.7 Davis, assistant professor of istic- -statements from men of in- Keown (Independent) speak, incorporating my platform into his." all sympathy movements -out of
possible.
as
telligence and accomplishment,"
Reed referred to McKeown’s lour sphere." iTASC has proposed
Miss Maloney continued, "gives the
Si11105 PROF OF LAW
statement that the Student Coun- increased interest in off-campus
The author; professor of law at book an air of qualityit sets La
cil and the student body are de- matters, including occasional enNew York University law school, Torre above the ordinary jumble
tached, and scarcely are communi- dorsement of stands.’
attempts to decide what moral of corny pictures and inane capOne student asked TASC reprecating at all. "It all bolls down to
guides are to be found in Ameri- tions."
one thing." McKeown said, "the sentative Everett Avila -Don’t you
, can law, said Dr. Davis, explainOTHER NAMES
president is out in left field. He think student work keeps us busy
ing the book’s purpose.
Other contributors to the year- doesn’t know what’s going on."
enough without TASC’s encourI There are two prominent philos- book are President Dwight D. EiMcKeown proposed an ASB ca- aging us to carry banners all over
ophies of law and morality, the senhower, Gov. Edmund G. Brown,’
binet to advise the president and the country?"
sheets and pillow cases are speaker said. "One states that le- singer Marian Anderson. actor I the council. Reed has a similar
Avila said TASC feels these
gal
and,
moral
aspects
are
comVincent Price, Sen. John F. plank in his platform.
ided for by the college. Stu.,edenee over
issues should
pletely
distinct,
and
the
other
be- Thompson (Ft - Evergreen), and
dents are to furnish their own
I; I
MrKeown further defended his sehisr wort: lieves
they
are
coexistent."
Representative Charles Gubser
blankets, towels, bedspreads and
SOME LAWS LEGAL
Gilroy’, and Sen. Clark L. Brad.
desk lamps.
Citing
the author’s view, Dr. ley (R -San Jose).
Air conditioning, thermostaticalMiss Maloney and Assistant Ed ly controlled heating and sliding , Davis said that some laws are
I
windows will be featured within purely legal and some carry moral itor Judy Weymouth developed
obligations beyond the scope of the idea of endorsement by well each room.
law. He added that under the known men last summer, and
NAGAED WOOD
The men’s dorms will feature guise of deciding legal issues, claim it as an original.
They promised endorsers their
Elimination heats of Pushcart , listed as elan i lia t ion l’iteeS. Sin furniture motif of combined na- judges often are required to make
names would not be used as a relays will get under way tomor- net’s of these will go on to the
geed wood -a type of redwood moral jiidgments.
The speaker added that the book selling gimmick, and therefore row immediately after the parade semi-finals in each division.
grown in Hondurasand upholcan be divided into two categories, have not mentioned them until scheduled to begin at 3 p.m. at
stered material.
Events nine anti eleven are the
the Santa Clara county fair- men’s division semi-finals. Men’s
A study room and a small lounge First it is concerned with the now.
Miss Maloney said the book will grounds.
will be provided on each floor. American law of rights, which infinal is event 13.
A quick recovery from a week- ,
Fifty student rooms will be on the chide life, liberty and happiness, be ready for distribution by the
The other category, he said, is middle of next week. Sales booths long illness will enable Stephanie i Events 10 and 12 are the worn first floor and 75 such rooms will
be on the second and third floors. the American law of procedure, in are stationed throughout the cam - Bruton, Relay queen. to be on en’s division semi’s, with event 14
The large lounge will boast which the author likens the con- pus, and books can be bought in hand for the events. Sponsors , the finals for the women.
a 24 -foot sectional sofa. which cept of due process of law to legal Student Affairs business office. thought yesterday that she would
Ssve.eristakescompetition".. be:
be unable to attend.
ran he divided Into four sub -sec- issues and moral issues. J.M.R. Price is $6.
tween the division winners is the
Miss Bruton, a Delta Gamma, final cm 0111 1 the relays.
tions. Mist, -en upholstered, the
same number In Ilel./IPilonal
was sponsored by Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity in the queen conchairs and several lamps also
test. She is a 21 -year -old junior
will be provided in the lame
I IIMMITTEF: I. ROBES RED ACTIVITY
art major from Palm Springs.
lounge In lw used as a ditto room
SAN FRANCISCO i UPI I -- A subcommittee of the house commiton occasion.
PALM SPRINGS GRAD
The recreation room will in- tee on lun-American activities opens hearings here today, amid proA 1957 graduate of Palm Springs
a
television
set.
ping-pone tests, into alleged Communist activities in northern California.
clude
high school where she was homeForty-eight persons, about a third of them believed to be teachers, coming queen, Miss Bruton came
tables, a hi-fi set., checkers, chess,
The lunatic, the lover and
card tables and the like. Vending have been subpoenaed by the committee.
to SJS after spending two years
machines for sandwiches, candy.
The civil liberties committees of San Francisco State college and at Orange Coast college in Costa
the poet are of imagination
coffee, tea, milk and soft drinks the L’niversity of California at Berkeley will hold a protest rally in Mesa.
all compact. Whatever that
will be available in the recreation Union Square at noon today.
means! I suspect it means
Selected as attendants to the
room.
After hearing speeches by Assemblymen John A. O’Connell and queen were Irene Radavero from
that they all know that R/A
LAUNDRY FACILITIES
Phillip Burton. both San Francisco Democrats, the group plans a the Catholic Women’s center and
has the greatest selection
Included within the fire -proof march on city hall, where the hearings are to be held.
of warm weather sportcoats
Vicki Gordon of Chi Omega so.
natural brick halls are laundry
O’Connell said Tuesday that "whatever value the committee may rority.
in town. And they also
facilities with coin -operated wash- have once had, it doesn’t have any appreciable value today."
probably know that
Tomorrow’s relays, an annual ,
ers and dryers, pay telephones and
PLANES ’PLAYING WITH FIRE’
there are all styles
event sponsored by Lambda Chi’
an intercom system.
MOSCOW it PI I Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko warned yes- Alpha fraternity, will he divided
and colors and patterns
Said Robert Baron, college hous- terday that violation of Soviet territory by foreign planes "means Play- into a men’s and a women’s diviand prices. Come in
ing and dorm coordinator, "Per- ing with fire --one of the most dangerous ways of balancing on the sion, They will compete for troand see for yourself.
haps the majority of students brink of war."
phies awarded to division wino,
wouldn’t be as hesitant as they
Gromyko also told a news conference that the Soviet Union has and then race for the sweepstakes
ATKINS
are in signing up to live in the not decided yet whether to put Francis G. Powers, 30, Albany, Ga., trophy.
new dorms if they knew of the ex- pilot of a U.S. U2 jet the Soviets said they shot down over Sverdlovsk
ELIMINATIONS
Ftrst at Santa Clara
cellent facilities to be offered."
May 1, on trial for espionage.
Events one through eight are
::::::;:;;;:%,:s:-.::Sti:;:::::.
". . . A great new group that
manages to make folk songs
sound like real music . . ." said
Herb Caen, San Francisco Chronicle columnist, of the Limeliters
when they were at the hungry i
last summer.
The trio will be in Morris Dailey
auditorium tonight to present their
brand of "folk songs for moderns." The concert will begin at
8 p.m.
Tickets are still available in the
Student Affairs business office,
T1116, and at a booth by the cafeteria. Those not sold will be on
sale at the door. Reserved seats
are $1.25 and general admission
is $1.
limeliter’s performance Is being made possible by the Social
Affairs committee, which has
charge of bringing entertainment to SJS each semester.
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Campaigns Climax
Today With Elections

’60 Annual
To Feature
BookQuestions Innovations

Moral Guides
In U.S. Laws

5 Candidates Discuss
Housing, Surplus Profits

Faculty Still Can
Order Caps,Gowns

New Dorms To Boast Modern
Facilities, Study, Lounge Areas
television, ping-pong and an intersystem.
Two hundred rooms comprise
It, ED RAPOPORT
each hall with two students liv!; living facilities are
room. In addition, each
.,indents living in the ing in each
the dorms has a recreation
h.nee halls
and you of
lounge and a snack
II of the planned fea-1 room, a large
in the average middle kitchen.
SOUTH SIDE CAMPUS
The s,s 3 -story dormsthree
The halls, scheduled for corn’r 111,11 :mil three for women - pletion Aug. 10, are located on the
I south side of the campus between
things as
Ss l’s jib vend!’
usesii and 10th sts.
lcirst ;n a serles on new dorm fa
tiles and regulations)

OEN,

COM

Peek at Dorms

Pushcart Relays Tomorrow;
Queen Recovers From Illness

world wire

pia

lef
TAN

solo

SURVEYING FACILITIESGloria Martin, freshman secondary
education major, places books in bookcase provided within indiv,dual rooms in the new dorms. Looking on is Tobey McMann,
freshman general elementary education major. Both women have
signed up to live in the residence halls next semester,
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nay Comment
Second Time in a Month:
Back to the Po//s Today
The polls opened again toda% 1or the -econil time in a
ties, constitution Made it itt .t .itialhscale election
nunitii.
supposeill% hurt us rain. %hoot WOO Andent- turned out.
and Ittitutit.tis .1 :oinev.liat Log,’ liti anti, i
Airititt2 up the soiltr- for
pmed 10.1,111.1"
cud- men
tow anili111.,a- all timarel
the p.1,1
are racing tor the top 11/111, 11111% a part% member: thri,, took is aligned is ti. ’,KR. %slide Hob
\let
lIttsiattl 1i1,11 and Bob NIcheirsit art rtintiliu:. alone.
sl’t R has put up Bill Cdlltreth for the No, 2 .pot. and his
independent. Skip Fisk.
nppotient

rut

oh..

-eeni -incere.
Mans ol
Illst ;101111 111/11114.1.110 41011111 for the past %%tek, lint tit.iits
UI tbelll scent to has t
lint a careful clinic, of
Platforms leae witch to he
uliat sill %% ant in a -indent Ia..l pie-hien’ will 11,1%, to lie’ Made
1 root these tdattlueititt.
\
nn,ntli,. of ,tilifent ,..!,is,’reeietit
iiireitititi
,,,,, ill

Iiiiolnee.

the.... melt i- %list
him carefully.

campus
character:

Pianist To Play
Recital Tonight
Pianist Donald Chan will pre-ent a sophomore recital tonight
5:15 in Concert hall. The pr’ ram is open to the punlic wit hut charge.
Chan. a student of Thomas
ltyan, profess ii- if music. will
Hay "Sonata in E flat. No. l’’
by Haydn and Chopin’s -Four
Preludes, Op. 28."
He will also present -Sonetto
104 del Petrarca" by Liszt. "La
Campanella" by Paganini-Li,zt
and a group of American ballads by Harris including -Streets
of Laredo," "Wayfaring Stranger," ’The Bird," -Black is the
color of my true love’s hair" and
"Cod Liver Ile."

BLACKSTONE
TORT
Pride of the law school,
Blackstone has never lost .1
moot trial. But there’s not i.ing moot about his prefrrences in dress. He finds that
when he’s comfortable, h,
can trap a witness and sway
a jury like Clarence Darrow.
So he always wears Jockey
brand briefs while preparing
his briefs. Exclusive Jockey
tailoring gives him a bonus
of comfort he gets in no other
underwear. Fine Jockey
combed cotton is more absorbent, smoother fitting, too.
To look your best, feel your
best, take a tip from Tort.
Always insist on Jockey
brand briefs, $1.25. Your
campus store has them now!
Corms itsCORPORATtosotosss.wts,

$500 Prize Offered
In Writing Contest
A 7)i.ar c;i.h prize has been offered to college sttalents in a
writing contest sponsored by the
t;rove Press Inc. of New York
city. Entries in the first contest
will be accepted until Sept. ttO,
1961.
The Evergreen Award competition includes stories, poems,
[days and essays. The winning
composition will be published in
ihe publication, New Campus
Writing No. 4. Manuscripts
should be submitted to the editors of New Campus Writing.
Antioch college. Yellow Springs,
Ohio.

Tiockey

Gerald Nachman,
By

briefs
agroertirrnient by HENRI. HURST &

I..c.

011, IMO

fa:BALD NACHMAN
Asia Candidate

My name is Gerald Nachman and I am running for the office of
ASH student -at -large.
EXPERIENCE: I have served in the past as freshman, sophomore, junior and am now in my fourth semester as ASH Senior.
I have taken a year course in American history, Political Science 1A, two years of English and two years of physical education,
%shelf. I was very active in badminton.
I base hung around with Sallie or the wheels in my first two
yrars here and have watched their methods for SM,Wilig people,
%%had. I feel I can apply as student -at -large.
Having been through rushing I have a very good handshake
and know how to impress people with a firm grip, while looking
them straight in the eye.
I have gotten an increase in my allowance from home, which
has enabled me to buy eight by ten glossies and to pay for twocolor posters.
PLATFORM: If elected to the office of your ASH student -at large. I will:
-- work for better looking girls at the library cheek -out booth.
- abolish all Tuesday classes,
provide a wider selection of sandwiches at Harold’s.
- enforce a program contrary to the administration’s.
- publish separate editions of the Spartan Daily to appease
the engineering, music, speech and drama, science departments
plus an Eleventh street edition. I will also have a special edition
with news in it.
- I will probably combat apathy.
-- I plan to have the juke box removed from the cafeteria snack
bar, or else take away the people who play "A Summer Place."
I will work to procure a building other than speech and drama
for the carpentry’ lab students to work on.
- -I will propose stiffer penalties for poster violators, about 50
cents for each thumb tack not in place, $1 for bad lettering.
- -no cutting classes any more.
I will change the name of the San Jose State College to The
California Institute of Teachers.
-I want to hold the summer Olympics in 1964 in a $3-million
stadi,;,’ which my roommate and I are buildin; on Saturdays.

Thrust and Parry
Writer Suggests
Olympics on Campus
EDITOR: I did not choose to
run for a student body office
this go-round. If I had, however,
this would have been my platform:
I am for maturity. What we
need at this college is more maturity. I am for bringing the
next Olympic games to the earnpus. What I would definitely
like to see is a $10 million
sportsplaza built. Rallies will be
Put on. A club definitely will be
established to do it.
I furthermore think the independents and the greeks lack
understanding for each other.
This is pretty important. We
also definitely need a lobby in
Congress. Students need more
respect for student government,
also.
For the record, I am against
Mickey Mouse and subversives.
I think we should stress that
scholastics are more important
than student government. In addition, I am for the new constitation. Also. SJS definitely
should try to become a university as soon as possible.
WILLIAM H. HOWARTH
ASH 11490

’Dorms To Improve
Housing Situation’

r

-Arts -

BOY REPORTER
....../1/0..../MPEPP.M4141M.1,

--ad to hear the
EDITOR: It
number and nature of the objections of San Jose State students to the new parietal rule

it-,
;ill
to
live in college-approved housing.
The present and past housing
situation at San Jose State has
’been a make-do situation and
completely inadequate. The new
resident halls should do a great
deal to correct this situation.
With college-operated dormitories and improved rooming and
boarding houses, we students
have the opportunity to get into
the type of housing that is generally accepted to be the best
for college students. Many of
the best and most respected colleges in the nation have a ruling
similar to our new regulation
and it is perfectly acceptable to
the students.
We should accept the opportunities this program offers and
make the most of t hem. Of
course there will be difficulties
while the program is beginning
but with student cooperation it
could grow into the best thing
that has ever happened to SJS.
This college will become more
than just a collection of classrooms. With regulated living.
there would be less carousing by
irresponsible students.; in uncontrolled housing. The dorm living
would help us to combat the
idea of outsiders that SJS is no
more than a "party school."
With more students living in an
atmosphere conducive to good
study habits, we could do much
to show people that San Jose is
truly an institution of higher
learning.
WILLIAM D. SCOTT
ASH A5960

PlatformAbolish
Student Government
FurroR: I declare myself

lit’

14/1111111a

CfAZ)1 k’ED

developed by KAMIAH KATE (the chemist), caught
the eye of CRAZY RED (the advertiser).

a
candidate for Associated Student Body president. My
platform is succinct: The abolishment of student government
at San Jose State College.
BOB ROWLAND
A’-1

For those too lazy to make their own
... we have modified the original
formula, and have bottled it for
sale (through chemistry)

It’s SQ1 AW TAN at the
SP/4d; TAN Book Store
-Right on Campus"

Woodwind tousle of the 20th
century will be played at tt,..
Survey of Music’ Literature
tislay at 11:30 a.m. In Colwell
hall. The performance is open
to the public.
The Art department will present Betty Lark-Horovitz, research psychologist in children’s
art abilities, In an Illustrated
talk today at 130 p.m. in A110.
The speaker, a recognized designer-printer. will &WINN information about "visual menuay"
for lieu’ utipliblislied research
work.
Anita Rullarian, assistant professor of art, recently won second prize in mosaics at the
Kingsley Art club show at the
Crocker gallery in Sacramento.
Exhibiting water colors in the
show were Miss Ballarain and
John DeVincenzi, assistant professor of art.
Displaying art work in the
Prize Winners exhibition at the
grand opening of the San Jose
Art Guild gallery are three
members of the art faculty. Anna Ballarian, assistant professor
of art, is exhibiting an etching;
Robert Coleman, associate professor of art, some work in silver, and John DeVincenzi, assistant professor of art, a water
color. The exhibition will continue through May.
"Babes in Arms," a musical
comedy by Rodgers and Hart
will be presented by the Comedia Repertory company at the
Loft thehter in Palo Alto Sunday at 7:30 and May 20 and. 21
at 8:30 p.m. The players will
stage a free performance of Hertold Brecht’s anti -communistic
drama, "Mission Completed"
Monday at 8:30 p.m.

Spa 2 tan Zetly
Entered as second class matter fr prii 24
1934, at San Jose. California under th1
act of March 2, 1879. Member Califos
nia Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Publish.
ad daily by Associated Students of San
Jose State College, except Saturday and
Sunday, during collects year.
Subscriptions accepted only on e rse
mainder-of-school-year basis. In Fall sornes.ar, $4: in Spring semester. 82.
Cy 4-6414Ed:tor:al Ext, 210,
Editor, Michael R. Johnson
Advertising Mgr., Dale Pratt
News Editor, Robert Taylor
Make-tap Editor 3larylee1a Rao
Copy Editor ......... _......Martin Wong
Society Editor ..... Darla Grainger
Art 6 Music Editor ilelta Vollersen
Robert Christman!
Photo Editor
Ronald Bates
Wire Editor
Dan Matlou
Exchange Editor
Nachman
Gerald
Drama Editor
Public Relations . Ron Remington
Editorial Stall:,.,Glubetirh
Tracy Godfrev, 1,loyd Griffin, afarin. Harris, James Janssen, Dwight
Miller, Gars. Palmer, Nick Peters,
James Ragsdale, Maryleela Rao, Ed
Rapoport, Art Shelton, Earle Truax.
Jane Young.

111111111s

Workshop To Stage
Two Opera Settings
The Opera Workshop will pie sent an arena-style production
of two opera works tomorrow
and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in the
Studio theater.
The performers, under the
direction of Edwin C. Dunning,
assistant professor of music, will
include Puceini’s "Sister Angelica" and the second act of "Carmen" by Bizet.
Opening the program will be
the gypsy dance from "Carmen."
Barbara Johnson will sing the
role of Carmen and her companions, Frasquita and Mercedes,
will be played by Sylvia Barkman and Pegi Di Bari.
The major work on the program will be "Sister Angelica,"
written by Puccini as a trilogy
along with "II Tabarro" and "Gianni Schicchl."
Singing the role of Angelic.,
will be soprano Sharon Gilbert
Others in the all -woman cast
will be Delight Montanus as the
princess, Ruth Williamson as
Sister Genevieve, Brooke Sheb-

ley as the Abbess al,. ..1,N11,..
Parmenter as the hlistress
Novices.
Marilyn Beebe, Sylvia Wood key and Stephen Jarrzen
play accompaniments tin
and organ.
Tickets are 75 Penis for st,
dents and $1 general tio1111,
and rye available at the It
box of the.

Lowest Gas Prices
In San Joss
ETHYL--100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE
Cigarettes 22c
All Major Oils -385

20% STATIONS

4th &

& Keyes
10TH AND TAYLOR
giNMINIRMNIMmommik

e

Before you vote...
As A.S.B. President, 1 feel there is a tremendous otefwar
stake for you and student governnient, to he deterniined
vote in this election.

STEREOPHONIC
MONAURAL
EXLAssiCS
rOeustsit

1
RI

The challenge that will fare next year’s A.S.B. president ssill
be that of putting this new structure into effect without olautaging
our harttwon responsibility. Student gosernment win!..,., a solid
foundation is a hit and ntiss operation that
1.- able
to meet the needs of the students. and therefore
i.opardi,
a eandidate’s obligation to fulfill his campaign
and
goals.

EL

DALE BERRY

"C

"BF

San Jose State College has one candidate for 1..7,1t. preidilent
who not only has the full potential, hut the qualification,. the
experience, anti the demonstrated ability to meet this demand.
Pat Met lenahan is without a doubt the most muddied stt,t
candidate for the office of A.S.B. president.
I question the other randidates qualifications. Their
to say the least. We all know that an irresponsible .%."..11. president
and, most of all, the real content of their platform,. Jr.’ ambignoie
can quickly turn any aequired responsibility and pr,tig.. thit
student government may possess to ruin and complete di...nit, It
It is with this view in mind that I write this Icticr.
1 present my opinion for your etalwition, hwang shai
shed sonic light upon a someuhut smoky 1111111111i VII.

"Thi
51
Gi’ea

"Gun

RICH HILL, ASB President
’P.O

’Ma

SAVE 35(Yo
on these summer items
$5.95

CH!!

SWIMWEAR
$3.83

with discount

54.51

$5.95 TENNIS SNEAKERS
with discount

53.83

$4.95 BERMUDA SHORTS
$3.21

’

Year

266 SOUTH FIRST
oPeOSITE u& rut Aria
VALLEY FAIR
AT "C" ’sexism tor

Support for a// students
whose civil rights
have been violated.

JUNIOR REP.

Debb

This post year your student administration has direct...I ins
entire efforts in working to change student government
"social organiza
" to a resi
businesslike iiperatkin.
We have been successful in establishing a foundation from ssliidi
we can now accomplish mu- goals.

35% discount

$5.95 HALF SLEEVE DRESS
53.83
SHIRTS

SLACKS

$8.41

$45.50 WASH WEAR
SUITS

527.62

WORKING FOR:

GARY CLEMENS

C

$6.95 SHORT SLEEVE

CANDIDATES

GRADUATE REP.

I

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

SPORT SHIRTS

74ce

.
.
Original Formula of SO ,%W TAN

Venous blood of a eyote (6 quarts).
b. 1/4-16. chicken feathers (brown only).
c. 5 tongues from live rattlesnakes.
d. 1 liver of an aged sage hen.
e. Nail clippings of an orangutan.
f. Boil 2 days . . . remove precipitate . . . rub emulsion
GENTLY to exposed area. (Cats in your village may be
first to notice your tan.)

tI.IIC

$12.95 LITE WEIGHT

He knew the potential because most of his squaw
fricnos were shopping around the various melting pots for something that would:
I. Give an immediate tan look SAFELY. (Produce no chemical change in skin).
2. Permit a natural tan underneath. (this requires a screening agent).
3: That washes off with soap and water. (if you want that "anemic look" again).
4. That even smells COOL.

a.

,1",11 IP

SENIOR REP.
EVERETT AVILA
RoN BROCKETT
SOPHOMORE REP.
JOE STROUD

SMART IITUZMINTS

alg,
IJAarEN’S

STUDEIIT CLOTHING UNION
124 S. FOURTH (up the alley)
Open Thursday ’tit 9 p.m

Pr

1

flick/

gitacki
By A/1 is 11.1E10

MAYFAIR
’ THE

GAZEBO"
Starring
Glnnn Ford
DebIn:ri Reynolds

"THE ANGRY
RED PLANET"

TANK TITANSSan Jose’s state college swim champs, left to
right: (Standing) John Duncan, Peter Wolfe, Don &utters, Tom
Macedo, Ross Berry, Paul Yancey; (middle row) Bill Hird, Tom
O’Neill (coach), Bob Wegman, Austin Wiswell, Jerry Cook; (first
row) Don Black, Dave Adam, Gene Lim. Missing from the picture
are Bill Augenstein (captain), Mike Roach, Bob urn, Jim Mitchell,
Jim Monsees and Mike Conway.

Spikers, Southern Cal
In West Coast Relays

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

"CASH McCALL"
also
"BRAMBLE BUSH"

\\lit, In
out

NtATLow

Dy DAN
chips are down, the class of the field usually conies

ke
WHILE (.11.ANt INI. 0%1
Daily the oilier day
eyes fell upon the day’s mal, news". long-winded campaign
MiSeR" by the aspirants of the AS11 presidency.
It disturbed us greatly that only one of the BMOC mentioned nthletics; he being the noble Robert McKeown, who, being obviously in
the know, made the following suggestion.s on his platform:
I. All home football games wits be played on Saturday afternoons.
2. A new head fohtbull coach will he appolntod.
S. The canwhing staff will consist ot seven risen instead of the
present four.
4. A new it10,000-seat stadium will be the project tsar Ihe coming
school year.
VERY WELL DONE, Mr. McKeown. It’s unfortunate the remainder of the presidential candidates didn’t include athletics on their
platforms, surely they would have been allowed equal space in this
column.
We imagine that San Jose State’s choice to play Friday night
games in order to spur home attendance is an idiotic idea. We should
have Saturday games to compete with Stanford. California, and the
rest of the big-time grid powers in the headlines.
The players, of course, would rather play on Saturday, so they
could have Friday drills and not get the weekend off. (Perhaps McKeown, no doubt a rabid fobthall fan, works late on Fridays and
couldn’t make it to the games unless they were on Saturday.)
We suppose that the coaching ability of Bob Titchenal doesn’t
meet with the approval of McKeown. Ile proposes a new football appointment and undoubtedly realizes that the best caliber of football
players In the nation come to SJS. Look out Notre Dame SJS will
win BIG tinder new coaching.
Perhaps McKeown could use a campaign slogan like: "Vote for
’Mac’ and put ’Titch’ on the rack!" (Actually, Mr. McKeown, we understand that you probably have some very good contacts with the
right people and that an NFL coach may come to SJS.;
HE ALSO SUGGESTS that the present staff of four coaches
should be supplemented with an additional three. We imagine he’s
still on the topic of football,
Besides the head coach, line coach, back coach, and defensive coach
the state of California should pay three more mentors if SJS is really
going to go BIG.
One could be the goal -post coach at home games to secure the
sticks after every contest in the event, hysterical fans intend to rip
them out.
Another could be the numbers coach, whose sole duty would be
to see that all the men were wearing the correct numbers and that
there were always 11 men on the field.
The third could be the coach coach, who would be responsible for
the coaches’ coaching and would help the coaches coach.
ATTENTION CHARLES HARNEY, builder of Candlestick Park.
make your bid! Mr. McKeown wants a 100,000 capacity stadium for
SJS. Maybe they could put the L.A. Coliseum on rollers and bring it
up when Walter O’Malley is through with It?
A 100,000-seat stadium is just what we need! That way every one
of 14,000 SJS students could bring six friends to the games and there
would still be 2000 seats left. Sell-outs would occur quite frequently.
Players would enjoy performing before an empty -looking arena
of 25,000 fans. (We suspect that McKeown is plagued by claustrophobia and would only feel secure in a vast stadi
We appreciate McKeown’s idealistic approach to his campaign. :
good grief, why even run for an office if you can’t even meet
platform one-ninety-ninth of the way!

top.
Dual meets are finished and invitational relays hring the
hest into the same arena for individual showdowns.
The following three weekends will find the Spartan team
traveling to Fresno, Los Angeles and Modesto for what pr ((((( ises
to he the supreme in invitational meets save the Olympic trials
TOWNE THEATER
at Stanford university July 1-2.
400 BLOWS"
The first leg of the three week to give the Spartan quartet of
journey will be the 39th annual Bobby Poynter, Willie Williams,
Bob Brooks and Jim Flemons fits.
"Tl-c. Mon Upstairs" \Vest Coast Relays at Fresno Bates will be joined by Rusty
state’s Ratcliffe Stadium.
VVeeks, Bruce Munn and Angie
FIRST MEETING
Cola in the 440 and 880 yard sprint
For SJS, it will be the first
relays. Mac Burton replaces Flu’. Wanted: Distance Men
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
’fleeting of the year with the fam- moosin
the quarter for the Spar
TOP COMEDY TEAM
ed University of Southern Calitans.
G’enrr Ford Debbie Reynolds
fornia Trojans. The two cinder
ds
he jsroanboatr
Tins h o
it beTHE GAZEBO"
racessecond
powerhouses figure to battle for hind
have
--and-’allege point honors in this meet
yet to be challenged this year.1
"Guns of the Timberland"
as well as the NCAA finals at BerThe WCR are famous for theit
e’so NOAH S ARK ’
keley June 17-18.
record
and
d
lrperformances
owM
Just how good is USC or for this pair of
races may see two
NE V. YORK ’UPI) - Uncle , clocking for the three-mile run by
That matter how good is SJS? A new ones added to the
list.
Sam’s distance runners are hay- Lt. Bill Dellinger of the Air Force
GAY THEATER
sign of the NCAA finals will be
HURDLE DUEL
trouble reaching qualifying was the week’s top performance.
brought out at the WCR.
Rex Cauley, Trojan frosh stand - standards
ing
Dellinger’s feat, as soon as It
in the 3000 meter stee- I
top
sprinter
at
Troy
is
Jim
The
’Room at the Top’
alit
will hook up with Spartan plechase and the 10,000 meter run. Is duly recorded by the commit Bates who ran a :9.5 in 1959. So sophomore Bruce
McCullough in
tee, will Kis*. the I’S. Its first
far this season he has not re- the 900 meter hurdles. Cawley has according to the U.S. Olympic
’Mad Little Island’
qualifier at that distance.
track and field committees.
hi- I ,r’ hIIfi,_mrr,s run
:32.2 while McCullough ran
Mrs. Earlene Brown’s shotrnit
These are the only two of 19
53.1 last week at the All -comers
only
was the
inches
feet 2l
c
y
O
I
"
runners 50
inp
whichm
eventsi
meet.
list of corn have failed to meet requirements lion to the women’s
Erroll Williams and Vance
weekend.
the
during
needed to compete for a spot on petitors
Barnes will be up against the seMrs. Brown, a member of the
the U.S. team in this summer’s
ionrl
best
high
jumper
in
the
world
Spartan Women’s A.C., is H
I Block North of Spartan Cy
Rome games.
when Charlie Dumas leaps over
American champion in this eveb:
Although not officially reported
Conveniently Located
i he pole.
Current listings among the men
Dumas was the first man in his- to the New York office, a 13:43.6 show Eddie Southern of Austin.
to Serve Car Owners of San Jose State
tory to clear the 7 -foot barrier.
Texas. and David Styron of NorthLUERICATiON - MOTOR TUNE-UP
He accomplished this feat in the
east Louisiana State having reach") WHEEL BALANCING - BRAKE SERVICE
1956 Olympics.
ed required clockings in three
Burton will face many of the
TIRES - BATTERIES - AUTO ACCESSORIES
events. Southern can compete in
broadjump field that he faced at
LOS ANGELES (UPI)
The the 200 and 400 meter runs and
VVe Give Blue Chip Stamps
he Easter Relays in Santa Bar- University of Southern California the 400-meter hurdles, while StyVisser
(26-21
bara. Hank
will be track team, unbeaten in dual rian is eligible for two sprints and
dvored to win. He is from the meets for the past 15 years. tuck- the 900-meter ruin.
University of California at Santa ed another perfect season in its
Ray Norton of the Santa Clara
Barbara. Burton’s leap of 24 feet pocket yesterday.
Youth Village is one of 17 who
11 inches may he enough to stop
USC beat undefeated UCLA has doubled in sprints. There are ,
Luther Hayes, the versatile all - Saturday, 80-51, to run its string four athletes who have made stanwound performer at USC. His of dual meet victories to 90 dards in the 200 and 400 meters
;i.ngest leap is only one ’quarter straight.
and four more reached qualifying
an inch behind Burton’s.
The Trojans were tied by Michi- distances in the shot put and den.
San Jose State’s medley relay gan State in 1949. They lost to ells throw.
learn with a time of 10 minutes Cal -Tech May 12, 1945.
To date, 251 men and three woflat will he tip to its neck in commen have equalled or surpassed
petition when USC sends its 10:06
Olympic committee standards afteam into action.
ter deletion of SeVet II who are not
Stanford university’s Ernie CunSign-up sheets for the All -col- U.S. citizens.
liffe who has a 4:00.4 mile time to lege badminton tournament to he - - his credit will anchor the Indian held May 23-25 are now available
team in that event.
In the intramural office, the recreation department and in the Men’s
and Women’s gyms.
PATRONIZE
All entries for the tourney must
OUR ADVERTISERS
be in no later than Monday.
1-^ticlinte steps shall be taken to establish an improved system
rornmunication between the student government and the A.S.B.
Ly tine effective usage of the information media available, (e.g.
SP.". Daily, KOED) by a system of weekly press conferences,
annd the establishment of presidential press secretary.
sin

eU.S.
Olympic Track Hopefuls
,
eet Standards i n 17 Events

Bii! Wert Chevron - 7th & Keyes

CHEVRON

Trojans Trample
90 Straight Foes

13

;
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HOWARD REED

FOR
A.S.B.
PRESIDENT

t‘s, DAG 5

’ y, May 12, 1%0

Koshiyama Sparks Scrum

Saturday Scrimmage
Pits Spring Gridders
Stressing defense, coach Rob
Titchenal and his staff of grid
aides are eagerly awaiting the
-econd varsity football scrim mar.,
1(1 a.m. S.11111111:1% III
Spar1411

In last Saturilav’s
serum the offense looked DAM! 11,1i
only becaose the team has, red
spent much rime on the defensive
side of the game.
Tommy Koshiyama, a fleet
halfback from Hawaii, was the
class
of the fieldusing his
dazzling speed to "suit -hip" defenders and escape for three
long sprints.
Quarterbacks Chon Galleg,.s
Nat Carasali and Jim Erbs It
threw well and handled their IT.spective units in adequate fashion
Injuries sustained before the
scrimmage deactivated both Dick
Erler, the team’s outstanding lineman in ’59, and Pete Morgan the
first two guards on the right site
Swift Phil Clifton, who ran in
the all -comers track meet the
preeeeding night, didn’t show
any after-effects and appears to
have regained some of his former polite to rank second In the
"husk good" department.
At the present Titchenal
that the tackle slots are his b..
gest problem and is anticipating
the return of vet Bruce Cornell,
who had scholastic difficulties in
January.
Elongated Oscar Donahue, who
was noted for his "alley-map"
snares while an all -Northern Cali-

fornia d.r. end at city college of
San Francisco, and rugged vet
Paul Lorentzen both shined on offense with their pass-catching an tins.
t
throlit
Undeniably, its. lil)
has many wrinkles. hut at least a
few staaild he ironed old ill S:sfill
itoy’s

Alcoa Subsidiary
.ing men for part-time
and summer work. Excellent pay.
Need car. Apply window E,
Calif. Dept. of Employment,
1353 The Alameda, 7 p.m.
Thursday nights.

THIS
IS
A

SUBLIMAL
ADVERTISEMENT
396 S 5th St

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices are Right

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUS!A
545 S 2nd St

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M

fled..

SKIP

FISK

A.S.B. VICE-PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF SOPHOMORE CLASS (58.59)
STUDENT COUNCIL (59-60)
VICE PRESIDENT OF BLUE KEY
SJSC DELEGATE TO 2 WEEK LEADERSHIP CAMP
fROSH, SPARTA CAMP
VOTE ... MAY 12-13, 1960

FOREMOST -GOLDEN STATE

Diver of the Week
Last Friday and Saturday, Bob led the
Spartans in diving honors. in the CSCSC
swim meet. Taking first in the one meter
diving, and second in the thre meter Our
compliments to lob for his dieing skill.

Tournament Set

In order to strengthen understanding between th Greeks and
Indnoendents, there shall be a committee established, which will
be composed of representatives of the Independent Men’s Council,
’dependent Women’s Council, the Interfreernity Council, nel the
Poiliellartic Council. They will be in advisory position to the president.
The A.S B. will reject all sympathy movements which are out of
the sphere of San Jose Stahl College.
IV Active
support will be given to all political movements in the
Congtess or the Legislature which are pertinent and to the ad of any group represented on the San Jose State Campus,
In O. Veterans).
"Alitio view on the relationship between the administration
" the A 5 shall be stressed so that a more cooperative and under.
slnding system can be established between the two.
nrner,r)

RON
GEREVAS
FOR
JR. REP.

I. Jr. Class Pres. er Vice
2. Spartan Shields
3. Blue Key

400 N. First
San Jose

IT’S NEW . . .
"IMPORTED"

INDIA MADRAS
SPORT COATS
"Called the Priedlng Madras
Traditional bleedlnq colors
Hand -loomed
Three button
Colorful plods
Life weight
$34.95 Value
NOW ONLY

Qualifications:

.emmOar.001,

BOB HAYWOOD

2488

Dundee_
119 SOUTH FIRST STREET

.UtT 1,

Thursday May 12, 194;.

Former Instructor’s Wife
To Get Humane Degree
Mrs. I shIll Inninutt 1 lieu, orithi
of the late Dr. Jay C. Elder, SJS
teacher and aministrator from
1921 to 1952. will receive an honorary doctor of humane letters degree from Nebraska Wesleyan university June 6.
Mrs. Elder was graduated from
the Lincoln school in 1908 with a
B.A. degree. She is one of three
alumni of the university who will
be similarly honored at the 71st
annual commencement exercises of
the institution.
A member of the advisory board
of 9:-. Mrs

come ss Adel) kliuss ti .th .s teischel
’of music and a vocal soloist.
A few years after their marriage
In 1909. Dr. and Mrs. Elder came
to California where he completed
his studies for a doctor’s degree.
Before joining the SJS faculty. Dr.
Elder was head of the Biological
Science department at San Jose
high school.
Painting is another of Mrs. Elder’s interests; one in which she
has achieved considerable success.
1ln recent years she has concentrated on her life-long study of

BOB TENNANT

Washington ’S

Profs’ Wife
Wins Hawaii
7-Day Trip
Dr. Jay AlcCiallkaigh, assistant
professor of philosophy, is the husband of the "Lucky Mother of the
Year."
His wife was chosen in a drawing by the Downtown Merchants
assn. Monday at their headquarters. She won an all -expense paid
trip to Hawaii from the merchants.
The contest was run In conjunction with Mother’s Day for 10 days
prior to it by the association.
Mrs. McCullough’s 11 -year-old
.on Don deposited the ticket that
the prize for the professor’s
.!e. As a reward, she plans to
the buy on the vacation with
4,1te is a teacher at James Lick
school, and as soon as vacabegins they expect to leave
the 50th state.
The seven-day free trip was presented to Mrs. McCullough by Irving Young, president of San Jose
’ ,vntown merchants assn.

for
A. S. B. PRESIDENT
Elect a candidate
fighting for:

Valid Student Objections to
Administration Housing Regoation.
Control of unpublicised Party
:andidate selections.
How Book Store -Cafeteria Surplus is to be spent: Special elections to allow student body to
Choose between financing a
Student Union and taking a rebate on their Student Body fee.

"IT’S TIME FOR A CHANGE"

JACK BLAKE’S
HAIR FASHIONS
497 SOUTH 2ND ST.

CY 7-6485

Specialist in Hair Styling and Shaping

HER ALPHA TAU OMEGA

Spring Formal
Corsage
"A thing of Beatify"
and
you pay no more
THE STUDENT’S FLORIST

NcoyEzti
.
FLOWERS

-:

Student Honor Society
Reveals Candidates

Thirty-eight students, including
four per cent of the senior graduating class, will be initiated into
Phi Kappa Phi, SJS scholastic
honor society, on May 19, according to Norman 0. Gunderson,
chapter president.
Candidates for membership and
The Spartan Y will hold its antheir majors are: seniors, Hairiett
al installation of officers toAbee, medical technology; Viriht at 6:30 in the College Chapel. J.
ginia C. Barrett, librarianship;
Brian Paddock, past president.
Jean P. Battersby, education; PaW. Blacker, mathematics;
the new officers: Malcolm Steb- ricia
Brooks, recreation; Judith
Ins, Betsy Rainbow. Bob Gill, Joe Fred A.
E. Carlson, business education; Ca- r oud and Sandy Crocker.
E. Carlquist, elementary eduThey will receive honoary z rol
cation;
.:,s in acknowledgment of their
Emilie A. Compagno, educe,.v positions.
Hon; Ethel B. Crawford. etc.\ reception for new officers and
menrary education; Gwendolyn
-;:ird members will be held at the
G. Daniels, mathematics; Mary
-:partan Y, 205 S. Ninth St., after
E. Epps, English: Joanne S.
.1.. installation. Present members.
Gamble, education; ’,mid C. (ill officers. alumni, board memlies, education; Richard A. Ha-s and friends are invited to atent.11, chemistry ; Nancy L. Han, rid the installation.
Reiman. modal science; Virginia
K. Hazen, jr high education;
Charles J. Laylos. mathematics;
Corrine M. Lobdell, education;
Glenice E. Magee, education;
Frank E. Mahan, industrial arts;
Aeronautics majors taking up- David K. Oppenheim, mathemaper division engineering courses tics; Elna J. Peterson, political
next fall must pre-register by science; Mary L. Schiappacasse.
Tuesday in the Aeronautics de- biological science; Claire F. South,
partment office. B91. according to nursing; Jack B. Spurlock, modern
Thomas E. Leonard, head of the language;
Irene Stoner. sociology; Susan
r.ronaut ics department.
Courses concerned are general Strahl, social work; Elizabeth F.
iiLiineering 103. electrical engi- Straight, education; Donna K.
--rirrz 1R41 unit industrial engi- I Ward, education; Dorothy G.
White, nursing and Barbara J.
Zak, business.
JUNIORS
Junior class members include
Joan M. Andrews, elementary Psi 1<,lherIne
NOTE: Interviews are held in the
Placement office. Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are requested to sign up early.
TODAY
Connecticut Mutual Insurance so.

chemistry; Stephen W. Handley,
business; Georgia Manousos, education; Robert W. Smith, science
education; June C. Yokoi, biological science; and Robert Taylor,
journalism. Graduate student Judithe D. Speidel will also be taken
into the society.
Initiation ceremonies will be
held in Concert hall at 4:30 p.m.
with a banquet following in the
cafeteria at 6 p.m.

Job Interviews

Applications for student leaders
during orientation week are due
tomorrow in the Student Activities office, Adm292. Application
blanks can be picked up at the
office.
Student leaders will conduct
freshman discussion groups and
tours of the campus during orientation week, September 19-2
They will be allowed to pre-register for classes.
Applicants will be chosen only
according to applications and are
required to attend two meetings,
one May 25 and again on orientation day.

’Liliom’ Tickets on Sale;
Year’s Last Production

Ticket sales opened yesterday
for ’’Liliom," a romantic play
about the need for love in life, to
be presented in the College theater
beginning next week, May 20. and
21 and continuing again on May
25 through 28.
"Liliom" will be the last presentation in the speech and drama
department’s 1959-60 season.
Title role for the famous Ferenc
Molnar play is being taken by William Barkow, with the female lead
of Julie, to be played by Marcia
Molek. Molnar also wrote "The
Swan," "The Guardsman" and
"The Play’s the Thing."
The play is being directed by Dr.
Paul Davee, associate professor of
drama, who believes "The play has
purpose today just as the day it
was written as it presents dramatically the need for love."
"Llliom" was written in 1908
and has been produced here twice,
once in 1933 and again in 1949.
It enjoyed renewed success when
revived as "Carousel," the musical-comedy by Rodgers and Hammerstein.
Sets for this show are being designed by graduate student Jim
Thursby, under the direction of J.

Wendell Johnson, who usually
hail.
dies scenery.
Lighting is again to be done tiy
Kenneth Dorst. Ralph Fetterly is
designing costumes for the
poi.
duction, under the supervision
pf
Miss Berneice Prisk, Speech and
Drama department’s regular eras.
turner.
Fetterly designed the costiuries
and sets for this year’s Revelries,
"Innocence and Insolence."

GLANA’S
Salon of Beauty

te
Special Student Rats
On all Beauty Seryiccs
Permanent

Waves

Styling
CYpress 7-6979
167 E. W1LUAM
Corner 4th and Willies

THE BURGER HOUSE

Classified Rates:
25e a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

To Place an Ad:
Den at Student Affain Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
Lest

Sell

Fisend

Furn. apt. for summer.
161-,cirs
csrepi/s, $25 par stueent pc
n 686 S. 8th, CY 4-0121.
Quiet Mod. 1-bedrrn. turn. apt.
b.ocis from campus. $82.50. Coups
33 S. 6th owner, AX 6-9380.
Help WantedWm & Women

COME IN SOON

Transportation Available

Autos for Sqie
’59 Sprite, G
ce.e. cond.

P
2 riders to share exp. fn
7 a.m.
J
I I,
7
;
Cf
Reims fee Reef
2 girls to live in, room and
e.ch. for baby siting. 1655
Lana, San Jsse.

for So e

lAiseell
12 new 3 speed bilIns
D
; Co!
im Stereo Hi -Fl
o o good cond.

;

Cr
now for 6 weeks summer sessions at eter 6 D.,
Wendy -Glen. $50. room oloy.. Cell CY
pi,"
7-6751 to ’,old yrs.,. space. Limited num "112,,,ite
rI
- -tie. Meals may be purchased 7.4-191
ber
in o:
Special Services
A poftlf011tf Ile, Rent
Cash for guns. swords
-I
Call AN 9 2144.
Weiner ..dents, su,.. rates, Mad fi,rn
apt. 25 pet mo. 415 S. 5th, CY 2.3095
Expert typing enytime. Pickup sing oi
CL 1-1824. CL 84335,
Close to SJS College and downtown, 1 Picnics, 11.111.9’s. 2-2000. Senter Pa,.
bdrm. turn. apt. $90 for 1. $100 for
7 rn;les f,ciim 5,15. Icf, riv
3. Water end garb pd. CY 7-5921.
BRiDES 100 wedding
,
Apt. him, 5,Cl pd., private yard. 1:2 ;
^ .;block school. Summer only. $81. Avail. j keepsake. thank
1CV 7-3105. AL 2,9191.
6-1. CY 4-7309.

SUMMER SESSION Make reservations 4’4’

01

m.,’

388 E. SANTA CLARA
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Reed Lit. Magazine
Reed, campus literary magazine.
has approximately 250 copies left
for sale today, according to Miss
I Dorothy Pritchard, editorial adviser.
The main selling factor is the
lead story, "Not by a Dam Site,"
an ’excellent satire" by James NoMinn Pritelland
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Record Department ... Fine selection JAZZ
student rates.

SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
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Reconditioned Hi-Fi Components.
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Systems...Kits or Wired

:MORROW

Open Monday and Thursday fil 9:00 p.m.

Spartaguide
El Circulo Castellano,
231
Humanities

r.

.1

’

Student Cal-fornia Teachers assn.. e,

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. SANTA CLARA
CYpress 2-7726

FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE

d

CY 7-7111

79 S. THIRD

Spartan Y

Full or part
aer hr. G..
PHN.

Super I.onta Camera vi,inity Library,
r

ly

24¢ Burgers -To -Go are
custom-made for the individual.
We do not tolerate assembly -line
methods. Our coffee is also
prepared slowly, and with care,

11)11- li

CLASSIFIEDS

3

Haircuts

Large selection of quarter and half-track tapes.
Ill It

VC:

ALCO-PARAMOUNT

GIFTS OF DISTINCTION

CY 2-8312

Orientation Leader
Applications Due

Aero Pre-Reg
Until Tuesday

TODAY

2nd & San Fernando

Session

CLOSED SESSIONSecretary of State Christian A. Herter (I)
and Allen Dulles, director of the Central Intelligence agency, discussed U.S. aerial surveillance of Russia in closed -session Senate
Foreign Relations committee meeting. Mr. Herter later said that
the recent "spy plane" incident served to "underline the importance of an agreement against a surprise attack."

Spartan Y Installs
Officers Tonight

Student Court Reform

yl

Her thrill will NOT be measured...
by how MUCH you spend.., but rather...
...by how GOOD it is...on
THAT you may DEPEND.!

Of 67, hundred
donate .
there’e RII 1111.0/I a good
reason for you to give 1.E.SS
even if
than the REST .
you require term payments!

FREE

pro,T4
Frir
IlfrD

Sports Wear Wardrobe

7,1

FREE

Just drop in for a visit
Sign our Gue0
Register Book
this makes you eligible for
a handsome sport coat and slack wardrobe
To be given away Saturday. May 21st, 1960
No purchase required.

OUR NAME .WITH HER RING .. MEANS YOU BOUGHT THE UAL THIN ..1
Budgel terms . I

Open Monday and Thursday Nights till 9

09eniet Awderi

Harris & Frank

since 1886

127 SO. FIRST, SAN JOSE

t,

CannedPicnics 2"

Sp
Im

whether yon ’vend fifty

A ot
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Subtle elegance in the Natural Shoulder

Continental Suit. Most wanted shade:, lr
fabrics . . . slanted flap pockets, side vens
pleatless, tapered trousers with side tab’s.

59.50

7,14

Spareribs 491.
98‘
Bacon
Veal Cutlets?f-35‘

For Graduation ...
The Greatest!

44 VALLEY FAIR

CHerry 8-2900
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